PROPINK® High Performance Conditioned Attic System

For builders who locate HVAC equipment in the attic space, the ProPink® High Performance Conditioned Attic System is the affordable way to optimize home comfort, durability and value per square foot. HPCA is a below roof deck engineered insulating system that dramatically lowers attic temperatures, brings ducts into conditioned space and creates a temperature buffer zone to the livable space below.

Build a Smarter Home.

Owens Corning's ProPink® High Performance Conditioned Attic System air seals and insulates attic spaces with true R-Value at the roof line for maximum efficiency, providing homebuyers with improved home comfort and quality of living. From thermal performance to environmental impact and peace of mind, Owens Corning delivers.

Building Efficiency that’s Second to None.

Our new durable, high performance solution is designed to maximize the energy efficiency of the home by air sealing and insulating the attic. By adding thermal, air and moisture control at the roofline, the High Performance Conditioned Attic System delivers true R-Value to meet local codes.

• Provides uniform R-value with zero thermal bridges
• Constructed with products proven to perform – Owens Corning ProPink One® Foam Sealant, ProPink™ Boxed Netting and ProPink® Loosefill Insulation
• Backed by Building Science, Owens Corning provides climatically-tuned solutions for the homes you build
Building an Easier Way to Install

The ProPink® High Performance Conditioned Attic System is a clean and smart installation that helps protect build-cycle time.

- Our simple 3-step installation process includes application of trusted Owens Corning products
- ProPink® Solutions are manufactured in a controlled environment for consistent quality on the jobsite
- The High Performance Conditioned Attic System allows other jobsite trades to work during installation, requiring minimal protective equipment and no heavy equipment

Building Competitive Advantage

With today’s homebuyers expecting more, the High Performance Conditioned Attic System allows you to offer buyers clean, conditioned attic space that they feel good about.

- An install you’ll be proud of and an attic that looks as good as it works
- Constructed with loosefill insulation that is certified 55% recycled content, and validated formaldehyde-free, giving homeowners peace of mind
- From Owens Corning, the insulation brand most preferred and most often used by Builders®

* 2014 Builder Brand Use Study, Hanley Wood Business Media

PROPINK® High Performance Conditioned Attic System

ProPink® High Performance Conditioned Attic System is currently approved for use in climate zones 2B and 3B and is available with or without vapor retarder to meet climatic conditions.

Build smarter homes with the PROPINK® Conditioned Attic System.